court of Naples seemed to end, since there was no indication that he ever returned. Now, however, new evidence has come to light that demonstrates that, despite the unequivocal nature of Ferrante's remarks in his last three letters, Agricola's relationship with the Neapolitan court did not end with his visit of 1492. Moreover, the evidence also provides new biographical information about the composer Johannes Ghiselin (alias Verbonnet).
The evidence consists of references in two letters that the humanist-diplomat Bernardo Dovizi da Bibbiena wrote to Piero de' Medici from Naples early in 1494.2 The first letter, dated io February for Naples, thus causing (2) the letter of 13 May 1492 to be written-Piero to Niccolo Michelozzi, the Florentine emissary at Naples, who was instructed to find Agricola there and have him comply with Charles' request; (3) 13 June 1492-Ferrante to Charles, in which Ferrante informs him that Agricola had left Naples and was on his way back to France; (4) 11 February 1493-Ferrante to Coppola, in which Agricola is offered a position at Naples; and (5-7) 12 One possibility that can be discounted immediately is that Agricola was summoned from France by Alfonso II after the latter had succeeded to the throne. As already noted, Ferrante had died on 25 January 1494 (the funeral took place a week later, on 2 February), only seventeen days before Dovizi saw Agricola at Naples. Thus even if Alfonso's very first act as king was to call Agricola from France, there would have been far too little time for the composer to have received the invitation and to have made the trip to Naples by o1 February.
It is also unlikely-though not impossible-that it was Ferrante who called Agricola to Naples. As we have seen, Ferrante's last three letters to Coppola make it very clear that he no longer wanted Agricola to come to Naples: (1) hire not only Agricola, but Ghiselin as well. Thus it is presumably Alfonso II's interest that explains the two composers' presence in Naples in 1494.
As noted, Alfonso could not possibly have summoned Agricola from France between the time he became king, on 25 January 1494,9 and the date of Dovizi's first letter, o1 February. Thus if we maintain that it was Alfonso who called Agricola and Ghiselin to Naples-and we shall see that it is unlikely that Ghiselin arrived at Naples long before Dovizi's first letter was written-we must further posit that Agricola, rather than being at the court of Charles VIII at that time, must instead have been no more than a few days'journey from Naples at the very most.lo We might speculate further that since Agricola and Ghiselin were in Naples together, they may well have travelled there together.
Dovizi's own words suggest a conclusion. and that Alfonso received him favorably.11 Second, Dovizi tells Piero that the composer "se e partito di qua et andato per la mogle." To be sure, Dovizi does not say explicitly that the composer is going to Florence to get his wife-and perhaps we should argue that, if Florence were in fact Ghiselin's immediate destination, Dovizi would have so informed Piero12-but neither does he imply that Ghiselin had undertaken a more extended journey, to judge from the casual nature of the report. And given that Ghiselin's last securelydocumented place of employment before his appearance in Naples was Florence, in March of 1493, the hypothesis that he was returning there for his wife is both attractive and simple.
Having speculated that Agricola and Ghiselin had arrived in Naples only shortly before Dovizi's first letter and had travelled there from Florence, we must offer an hypothesis as to the nature of their activity in Florence in late 1493 and early 1494, specifically because the chapels at the public institutions had been disbanded in March of 1493 in response to Savonarola's preaching. 3 Polyphonic practice did not disappear from Florence entirely, and a number of singers who had been members of the public chapels simply entered-or continued in-the employ of private patrons. Already in September of 545 1492, while the chapels at the public institutions were still functioning, Heinrich Isaac, Colinet de Lannoy (who travelled from Mantua together with Agricola in the fall of 149114; Verbonnet, too, was associated with the Mantuan courts5), and Pietrequin Bonnel were members of the "famiglia del Mangnifico [sic] Piero" that accompanied Piero to Rome at that timel6. Similarly, an "Elenco di familiari di casa Medici al tempo del Magnifico Piero" refers to an unspecified number of "cantori" in Piero's private employ.'7 Although the roster bears no date, it can be assigned to the period between Lorenzo's death in April of 1492 and the expulsion of the Medici from Florence in November of 1494. Thus musicians continued to find employment in Florence during the short period of Piero's de facto "rule," and presumably it was his personal initiative that would explain Ghiselin's decision to 1 The phrase "e ben visto" uses the verb "vedere" just as Ferrante had employed it in his letter to Charles-"lo havemo visto voluntieri"-that is, to express his pleasure at just having met Agricola.
12 On the other hand, perhaps Dovizi reasoned that Ghiselin, having already left Naples, would arrive in Florence before the courier bearing his letter and that Piero, therefore, would have been aware independently of Ghiselin's presence in Florence.
13 D'Accone, "The Singers," pp. In all, the hypothesis that Agricola and Ghiselin arrived in Naples from Florence at the very end of January or during the first days of February, 1494, obviates the need to account for a physicallyimpossible journey on Agricola's part or a psychologically-implausible change of mind on Ferrante's. At the same time it follows logically from Dovizi's letters. Indeed, why would Dovizi even have mentioned Agricola and Ghiselin to Piero had he not believed that Piero would be interested in their welfare? And such interest on Piero's part presumably makes sense only if he and the two musicians had recently been in contact. Perhaps they were even still in his service and had simply been "lent" to the Aragonese court, just as Florence had been "lending" sculptors and architects to Alfonso for the past decade for purposes of his "artistic renewal"of Naples.l8
To return to Naples and Alfonso II, we pose two final questions, the first of which must remain unanswered, while the second invites still further speculation. First, how long did Agricola and Ghiselin 546 remain in Naples? According to Dovizi, Ghiselin had already left Naples by 6 March, ostensibly to get his wife and return. Certainly, however, he would not have been the first musician of the period to fail to complete a "round trip," and there is no way of knowing whether or not he returned to Naples. As for Agricola, we have no information whatsoever. The least extravagant hypothesis is that both composers had surely left Naples by wish to hire a musician who commanded so high a salary, and specifically not on a long-term basis. Alfonso, on the other hand, may well have been doing little more than hosting two short-term visitors who were in Piero de' Medici's employ, and doing so simply to inaugurate his reign20 by improving the quality of a deteriorated musical establishment2l, at least temporarily, with the services of two musicians of the first rank. Dovizi, after all, says "your Agricola" to Piero, not "Alfonso's Agricola," and he seems almost to express surprise that Ghiselin was "still there." But even if Alfonso had received the two musicians with the understanding that they would become regular members of the Neapolitan chapel (how short-term could the visit have been if Ghiselin troubled to go for his wife?), his decision would underscore the temperamental differences that characterized father and son. Ferrante was nothing if not practical. In arranging royal marriages so as to reinforce political alliances, in restructuring the Neapolitan Studio so as to promote the study of law and civic values,22 he was eminently pragmatic. His decision to withdraw his offer to Agricola suggests that he understood full well that political survival took precedence over artistic matters. Alfonso II, on the contrary, was typically less circum-547 
